
Benefits
1.    Company Specific Tasks.  VirtuEze handles task specific to client needs.  Client will never receive a

boiler plate  product.

 

2.    100% Remote.  No need to worry about office space or equipment.  VirtuEze is fully equipped with

clean, comfortable,  safe and functional remote offices.  

 

3.    Commute.   Commuting is obsolete and will never impact VirtuEze efforts of task.  The work will be

completed regardless of inclement weather or traffic.

 

4.  Reduced labor.  VirtuEze handles all our own expenses, including taxes and insurance.  The client is not

obligated to paying for their taxes, sick days, holiday leave, worker’s compensation, and medical/dental

benefits as they would be for an employee.  Additionally, the client is only paying for agreed upon

specific tasks and rates which lowers the overall overhead cost.

 

5.    Expense costs.  Cost of equipment and office maintenance does not lay with the client.  VirtuEze

ensures all equipment and office needs stay maintained and operational at our own cost.

 

6.  Productivity.  Client is paying for actual “productive” work and not coffee breaks, internet surfing,

chatting employees, or smoke breaks.  VirtuEze’s motivation is client satisfaction, so we are dedicated

and focused on completing the task timely, effectively, and proficiently.  

 

7.    Flexibility.  Client is not bound into 8-hour days or time zone differences for an employee.  The hours

dedicated to the task are distributed by VirtuEze in a way to maximize the output by establishing

deadlines.  

 

8.    Experience & improved work quality.  VirtuEze is trained and skilled in all the areas offered and

constantly improving our learning curve on current and new skills.  This guarantees the client will

receive quality product.  Client saves on the time and hassle of constantly re-training employees or

training new employees.  

 

9.    Balance. VirtuEze takes on tasks that are bogging down the client relieving some stress.  This offers

the client the opportunity to focus on core business areas and increase productivity in areas impacting

business growth.  If also offers a better work-life balance since the task VirtuEze takes on frees up time

in the client’s life.

 

10.  Rapport & Trust.  VirtuEze prides itself on reliable and building strong trustworthy relationships.  Our

reputation and investments are also the client’s.


